NCUK Guaranteed Universities

Get in touch with NCUK.
- together@ncuk.ac.uk
- www.ncuk.ac.uk

Chat to our Ambassadors
Got a question about one of our courses or student life at our Universities in the UK? Send a message to one of our friendly student ambassadors!

www.ncuk.ac.uk/chat-to-our-students

NCUK International Foundation Year
Successfully completing the NCUK IFY Guarantees* you a place at one of the NCUK Guaranteed Universities.

*For terms of the NCUK Guarantee, please visit www.ncuk.ac.uk/guarantee

NCUK Guaranteed Universities

Study Abroad with NCUK
We are experts in providing international students with the perfect pathway to gain access to universities all around the world. We have helped over 30,000 students achieve their dream of studying abroad at university.

We know that choosing to study abroad is a big decision and we are here to provide you with guidance and advice to help you through your journey.

Read through our student friendly study abroad guides to find information on cities, language, culture, safety, money and more:

www.ncuk.ac.uk/study-abroad

GUARANTEED ACCESS TO UNIVERSITY

A choice of thousands of degree courses available for you to study after completing the NCUK International Foundation Year, including:

- Computer Science
- Architecture & Design
- Business & Management
- Accounting & Mathematics
- Life & Science
- Science
- Engineering

And many more pathways for you to choose from.

University Course Finder
A choice of thousands of degree courses available for you to study after completing the NCUK International Foundation Year, including:

www.ncuk.ac.uk/ncuk-qualifications/ncuk-entry-directory

Did you know NCUK students can progress to study Medicine at the following universities:

- Doctor of Medicine, St. George's University, Grenada
- MBBS Medicine, University of Central Lancashire (UClan)
- MBBS Medicine, Queen Mary University of London, Malta Campus
- MBBS Medicine, University of Central Lancashire

Students also have the option to progress to over 70 medical related degrees at NCUK Guaranteed Universities including Pharmacy, Nursing, Physiotherapy, Biochemistry and more! Visit www.ncuk.ac.uk/study-medicine to find out more!
What is the NCUK International Foundation Year (IFY)?

Designed by our university partners exclusively for international students, the NCUK International Foundation Year combines academic modules, study skills and English language training to provide a pathway to undergraduate degree courses at leading universities. Successful completion of the NCUK International Foundation Year guarantees you a place at an NCUK Guaranteed University. Universities worldwide and UK NARIC (National Academic Recognition Information Centre) formally recognises the NCUK International Foundation Year as a comparable level to GCE A Level, Australian high school (SSCE), Hong Kong Diploma of Secondary Education (HKDSE), and American high school (AP) qualifications.

**Choose 3 modules to study**

1. Accounting and Finance
2. Economics
3. English for Academic Purposes

**Choose 1 of the following**

- MCP
- EAP
- UCAS Pathway

* If you are a UK A-level student, you choose three modules to study depending on which degree you would like to take at university.

* NCUK always acts in your best interest, helping you study with the most suitable university for your chosen degree.

**NCUK Prizes and University Scholarships**

NCUK, in collaboration with NCUK universities and the Northern Consortium Charity, is pleased to award a wide-range of NCUK Prizes and attractive university scholarships.

**NCUK Prizes**

Each year, NCUK awards prizes to students with the best academic results from the NCUK global network. The annual prize fund exceeds £100,000 and individual prizes range from £500 to £6,000. NCUK has an annual Prize Award Ceremony in December to showcase the achievements of the top students.

**NCUK University Scholarships**

NCUK universities offer a wide-range of attractive scholarship packages for NCUK students on an range of degree subjects. Many of the scholarships are exclusive to NCUK and winner are automatically awarded.

**About NCUK**

We are a consortium of leading UK universities dedicated to giving international students guaranteed access to universities worldwide and helping students succeed when they get there.

Our qualifications are designed by our universities, taught by our global network of Study Centres, and studied by students aspiring to study at the world's leading universities.

Our qualifications are designed by our universities, taught by our global network of Study Centres, and studied by students aspiring to study at the world's leading universities.

We offer a range of qualifications to suit international students of all levels from pre-university, undergraduate and postgraduate pathway programs.

Passing an NCUK qualification guarantees you access into one of our universities, providing you with routes to thousands of degree courses to thousands of degree courses. NCUK is your best route to university.

**Find an NCUK Study Centre**

For more details please visit our website: [www.ncuk.ac.uk/where-can-i-study](http://www.ncuk.ac.uk/where-can-i-study)

**NCUK Worldwide Universities**

For the most up-to-date listings of university scholarships available please visit: [www.ncuk.ac.uk/scholarships](http://www.ncuk.ac.uk/scholarships)